Relaxation of the remarkable dynamical spin phenomena which can be observed in superfluid 'He has been the subject of much recent experimental' ' and theoretical' ' work. The relaxation takes a particularly interesting form in the case of the wall-pinned magnetization ringing mode' in 'He-B. The undamped mode has been studied in detail theoretically by 
where Z, is the average Landau spin parameter, " j' is the Yosida function, " v is an empirical collision time, and X =2(1-f)/(2+ 1') where
and~is the assumed isotropic energy gap.
4
Near the critical temperature T, the damping parameter n is approximated by"
where LC/C" is the ratio of the specific heat jump to the normal specific heat at T,. In the above it is assumed that 'He-B reflects the Balian-Werthamer (BW) state" for which" " and deduced" from spin-tipping measurements" at melting pressure using the same equations" as were used to obtain (4). Alternatively one could say that cos9 = --, ' but that the effective field turned off is 1.09 +0.03 times the external field turned off. In spite of this significant discrepancy we shall continue to use the BW-state expressions (2) and (3) to interpret our measurements.
The dependence of n ' on temperature near T, is shown in Fig. 2 
